25K FOR 25K MATCHING CAMPAIGN
Thank you for helping us continue to celebrate agriculture and celebrate people!

Goal: $25,000
Total Raised: $25,030
Total Raised + Matched: $50,030

Thank you to our $25K Matching Donors:
Trent McKnight, Kirk Maag, Greg VanDyke, and Katherine Soule

In addition to our principal donors, 49 people individually gave.

Your Monitory Impact
Annual international summit, collegiate programming, marketing and educational materials, professional development.

Outreach efforts and networking opportunities with national organizations in agriculture and the LGBT community.

Regional reception “clusters”, industry awards and recognition, industry work-place development and training.

CULTIVATING CHANGE FOUNDATION
Elevating and valuing LGBT agriculturists through advocacy, education, and community.
www.cultivatingchangefoundation.org